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Abstract: Extensive air showers, originating from ultra-high energy cosmic rays, have been suc-
cessfully measured through the use of arrays of water-Cherenkov detectors (WCDs). Sophisticated
analyses exploiting WCD data have made it possible to demonstrate that shower simulations, based
on different hadronic-interaction models, cannot reproduce the observed number of muons at the
ground. The accurate knowledge of the WCD response to muons is paramount in establishing the
exact level of this discrepancy. In this work, we report on a study of the response of a WCD of
the Pierre Auger Observatory to atmospheric muons performed with a hodoscope made of resistive
plate chambers (RPCs), enabling us to select and reconstruct nearly 600 thousand single muon tra-
jectories with zenith angles ranging from 0◦ to 55◦. Comparison of distributions of key observables
between the hodoscope data and the predictions of dedicated simulations allows us to demonstrate
the accuracy of the latter at a level of 2%. As the WCD calibration is based on its response to
atmospheric muons, the hodoscope data are also exploited to show the long-term stability of the
procedure.
Keywords: Large detector systems for particle and astroparticle physics, Data processing methods,
Large detector-systems performance, Performance of High Energy Physics Detectors
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1 Introduction
The Pierre Auger Observatory, located at an altitude of ∼1400m above sea level near Malargüe in
the province of Mendoza, Argentina, is the largest facility in the world dedicated to the detection
of ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) in the energy range from ∼1017 eV up to the highest
energies [1]. Due to the very low flux at these energies, the observation of UHECRs is performed
indirectly by recording the extensive air showers produced by these particles when they interact in
the atmosphere.
At the Pierre Auger Observatory, extensive air showers are observed using two detection
techniques. Telescopes collecting the fluorescence light emitted by atmospheric nitrogen, excited
after the passage of the charged particles, allow for the observation of the longitudinal profile of the
showers. This technique provides a nearly calorimetric estimate of the energy carried by the primary
particle. However, this technique is constrained to nights with low background light conditions,
limiting its uptime to below 15%. The second detection technique uses a surface detector (SD) array
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composed of 1660 water-Cherenkov detectors (WCDs) deployed on the ground, in which the light
produced in the water by charged particles above the threshold for emitting Cherenkov radiation is
collected by three photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). The SD operates with a duty cycle close to 100%.
The detected signals in the SD are used to determine the arrival direction and to estimate the size
of the showers. The shower size of all such events is subsequently converted into the energy of the
primary cosmic ray through a calibration based on a subset of events detected by both the surface
and fluorescence detectors. This “hybrid” approach allows for a calorimetric estimate of the energy
also for events recorded during periods when the fluorescence detector cannot be operated.
The detection and reconstruction of air showers allows not only for studies of the astrophysics
of UHECRs, but also represents a unique opportunity to access particle interactions at energies
that are far higher than could be achieved by any Earth-based accelerator. The number of muons
in showers is particularly sensitive to hadronic interactions taking place during the development of
the cascade in the atmosphere. Over the last 20 years, increasing numbers of studies (see [2] for a
recent review), including the Pierre Auger Observatory, have provided data showing indications of
a discrepancy between the number of muons predicted in showers by different hadronic-interaction
models and that observed in data. In Auger Observatory, the analyses developed in this context
are based on the data from WCDs, from which a muon deficit has been revealed in simulations at
energies around and above 1019 eV [3, 4].
In the comparison between the observed showers and showers predicted by models, the detailed
simulation of the WCD, which includes all the relevant physics processes, accounts for the detector
geometry, and simulates the response of the electronics, naturally plays a crucial role. The objective
of this work is to probe experimentally this simulation in terms of the response to atmospheric
particles, most notably background muons, at different zenith angles. For this purpose, we have
designed and deployed a hodoscope composed of resistive-plate chambers (RPCs), which, installed
on one of the WCDs, enables the selection of single muons passing through the detector. The RPC
segmentation allows us to reconstruct muon trajectories and impact points, thus enabling the study
of the signal response of the WCD for different zenith angles (from 0◦ up to 55◦) of arriving muons
and the comparison with signals predicted by the detector simulation. In addition, the operation of
the hodoscope allows us to verify a component of the WCD calibration procedure [5], which relies
on the determination of the charge deposited by a vertical and centrally through-going atmospheric
muon. As the WCD is not a directional detector, the peak in the charge distribution for vertical
centered-muons is obtained by scaling the peak in the charge distribution obtained with the omni-
directional muons. The latter is evaluated every minute for all data-taking WCDs, while the scaling
factor was measured by means of a dedicated muon telescope on a reference WCD at the beginning
of the operation of the Observatory [5, 6]. We took advantage of the RPC hodoscope to repeat with
higher precision such a measurement and validate the scaling factor.
Overall, two data acquisition campaigns took place with the RPC hodoscope: one to detect
muons with more inclined zenith angles (up to 55◦) and the other dedicated to near-vertical muons.
The presentation of the measurements, of the data analysis, and of the results is organised as follows.
In Section 2, we first describe the experimental setup, including a brief description of the features of
the WCD, the RPC specifications, the related electronics and trigger system, as well as the different
acquisition configurations adopted and the data obtained. The following Section 3 illustrates the
characteristics of the generated showers and the characteristics of the detector simulation. As for
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the latter, in Appendix A we provide a list of the most relevant parameters and their values. In
Section 4, we explain how the hodoscope data are used to select specific muon geometries and how
the associated charge and trajectory are reconstructed. Then we show that the distributions of these
basic observables are comparable with those of the simulations and proceed to study, in Section 5,
the detailed response of theWCD to muons, down to the level of single PMTs. In Section 6, we then
present the result of the new measurement of the scaling factor of the calibration before concluding
in Section 7.
2 Experimental setup
2.1 RPC hodoscope
We set up an RPC hodoscope around a WCD located in the central campus of the Pierre Auger
Observatory in Malargüe. This is one of the reference WCDs used for tests and verifications, as
well as for the determination of the scaling factor for the calibration of the SD signals. Like all other
WCDs, it is a plastic cylinder with a 10m2 base surface filled with ultra-pure water to the depth of
1.2m and an inner reflective liner made of Tyvek®. Floating on the top of the water surface and
pointing downwards, three 9-inch PMTs are placed in a formation of an equilateral triangle with
each PMT at a distance of 1.2m from the center. Each PMT has two outputs: the low-gain signal,
taken directly from the anode, and the high-gain signal, provided by the last dynode and amplified
to be nominally 32 times larger than the low gain. The low- and high-gain signals are digitised
using 10-bit Flash Analog to Digital Converters (FADCs) with a sampling frequency of 40MHz.
A detailed description of the WCD can be found in [1].
The RPCs used in this work (one above and the other below the WCD) were built for the
Pierre Auger Observatory with the goal of providing high-accuracy muon measurements [7], which
demanded the development of autonomous units, reliably operating outdoors with high efficiency,
and low gas (tetrafluoroethane) and power consumption [8].
The sensitive volume of an RPC is established by two 1mm gas gaps formed between glass
plates of 2mm thickness. Outside this chamber, a high voltage is applied through a resistive layer.
The chamber itself is enclosed in an acrylic box that isolates the detector components (for instance,
the gas and HV) from the exterior.
When the primary ionization and avalanchemultiplication occur due to the passage of a charged
particle through the sensitive volume, the signal from the electron avalanche (fast charge) is picked-
up by induction on metallic plates placed on top of the gaseous volume. These plates consist of an
8×8 matrix of pickup electrode pads, each with an area of 18×14 cm2. The pads are separated by a
guard ring which is connected to the ground potential and forms 1 cm gaps between the pads. The
total area of the RPC is 1.2×1.5m2.
The RPCs are operated in avalanche mode to minimize the occurrence of streamers, which can
compromise the detector performance in the long term. The signal from each pad is amplified and,
to keep the electronics simple, a threshold discrimination is applied. In this way, a digital signal is
generated from the volume next to each pad where a particle has crossed the corresponding gas gap.
By analyzing active pads in an event, it is possible to locate the particle traversal with an uncertainty
of approximately 7 cm.
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Figure 1. A photograph of the experimental setup in Malargüe, showing the aluminum box with the top
RPC installed above the Gianni Navarra WCD. The bottom RPC is under the mesh support structure of the
WCD and is not directly visible.
A photograph of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The bottom RPC was installed
below the mesh structure supporting the WCD, about 25 cm below its base, and the top RPC was
installed about 60 cm above the top of the WCD with an orientation perpendicular to the bottom
RPC. By using rails and a cart, both RPCs could be easily displaced to change the hodoscope
geometry and thereby select different zenith-angle ranges of crossing muons, with a resolution of
1◦ in zenith angle (see Fig. 2).
2.2 DAQ and trigger
The data acquisition system of the test WCD uses the standard Auger SD electronics [1] except
that an external trigger is used and the control and readout are performed through a direct serial
link to the console of the electronics microprocessor. When a trigger is received from the RPCs,
19.2 µs (768 bins) of low- and high-gain FADC traces are stored in memory for offline processing.
An internally generated trigger used by all data-taking WCDs, with a threshold corresponding to
∼0.1VEM (VEM stands for vertical-equivalent muon units), is used to collect data that are locally
processed to produce calibration and monitoring histograms for the high-gain outputs. A total of
10 calibration histograms are thus acquired for each event, namely the ADC baselines (3), signal
heights (3), signal charge (3), and signal charge for the sum of the PMTs (1).
The RPC electronics are based on the prototype discrete-electronics system PREC (Prototype
Readout Electronics – Classic version), which uses an architecture with one motherboard and 12
front-end boards with 8 channels each [9]. The signal from an RPC pad is amplified in a dedicated
front-end channel and a simple, programmable threshold is applied to perform a 1-bit digitization.
The threshold is set just above the baseline to avoid the electronics noise. The RPC event data thus
consists of the 1-bit status of each pad, which gives an indication of whether it was hit or not.
The motherboard employs purely digital electronics composed of 14 field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs) organized in a mother-daughters configuration. The daughter FPGAs receive the
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digital signals from the front-end boards and reformat the signals to have a specified width in time.
A count of the number of hits is recorded internally to estimate the rate of each pad. To indicate
an activity in the group of pads, the daughter FPGA also outputs a logical-OR operation of the
inputs for corresponding trigger generation. The mother FPGA conveys the clock and trigger signal
to all daughters. To define a coincidence, it was possible to implement a trigger built from the
daughter-FPGA information since there is a bus in the motherboard with 13 lines that connect to all
FPGAs (mother and daughters). One daughter FPGA was used to perform the trigger algorithm. A
trigger is generated when there is at least one active pad in both the top and the bottom RPC within
a time window of 2×500 ns. The trigger is generated immediately after the condition is met.
Whenever the system triggers, two signals are generated: (1) one trigger signal is sent to the
daughter FPGAs directly, causing them to latch the state of the pads; (2) another trigger signal is
sent to theWCD, leading to the recording of the PMT traces and generating the timing and identifier
of the event.
2.3 Acquisition campaigns
Two data acquisition campaigns have been performed: (i) the measurement of muons with zenith
angles up to ∼55◦, and (ii) the measurement of near-vertical muons. Both of them had an initial
period for commissioning followed by an acquisition period subdivided in separate runs of data
taking, each run lasting for about one day. The inclined campaign started in December 2014 and
lasted for two weeks, while the vertical campaign started in February 2016 and lasted for six weeks.
A total of 594500 muons were collected. A configuration scheme of the hodoscope geometry used
for the experimental setup in both campaigns is shown in Fig. 2.
During the first campaign, the two RPCs were set at the opposite sides of the WCD to select
inclined muons. The whole of the top RPC and half of the bottom RPC were instrumented with
64 and 32 pads, respectively.1 No calibration histograms from the WCD were recorded in this
campaign, only the triggered data was taken.
WCD calibration data were, in turn, recorded during the acquisition with the vertical setup.
Both RPCs were positioned close to the central axis of the WCD to select vertical atmospheric
muons passing through near the center. Only 9 pads in the top RPC and 6 in the bottom RPC were
connected to the data acquisition system to maximize the coincidence rate in the central region.
The narrowing of the active area was needed since the WCD acquisition imposes a large dead time,
which would limit the readout of useful data when the whole hodoscope area is used for coincidence.
While the active area of the top RPC was covering the geometric center of the WCD, this was
not the case for the active area of the bottom RPC. The nearest pad of the bottom RPC was at a
distance of ∼20 cm from the center since a central pillar of the WCD support structure prevented us
from moving it closer. This is the main reason why the acquired muon trajectories in this vertical
setup are not exactly centered within the WCD.
The background rate in each pad was continuously monitored and a pad was excluded from
the trigger when its rate exceeded 1000 s−1. Typical single-pad rates were of the order of a few
hundred s−1 for the top RPC and a few tens of s−1 for the bottom RPC. Such a difference is expected
1 The PREC acquisition system had a total of 104 channels. Due to space constraints, we decided to install only four
front-end boards in the bottom RPC.
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Figure 2. A schematic overhead view of the experimental setup, with the hodoscope configuration for the
acquisition of near-vertical muons (left) and for muons with zenith angles up to 55◦ (right). The dashed lines
correspond to the narrowed active regions of RPCs. The locations of the three PMTs are represented with
the numbered circles. The bottom figure shows a 3D scheme of the inclined setup and a muon trajectory.
While the less inclined muons enter the tank close to PMT3, the more inclined muons exit the tank close to
PTM1.
since most of the electromagnetic signal in the background cosmic ray beam is shielded by the
water and does not reach the bottom RPC. Moreover, since it is not in the shade, the top RPC
is subject to higher temperature fluctuations, which lead to higher gas gain when temperature is
higher. Background events are removed from the data in the offline analysis.
3 Simulation
A dedicated simulation was developed to assess the results obtained with the two experimental
setups. In a first step, a low-energy simulation of air showers provided an energy and zenith-angle
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Figure 3. Histogram of the number of atmospheric particles reaching the ground at an altitude of 1400m
a.s.l. in a detection area of 10m2 during a time window of 1 µs. The shaded histogram corresponds to muons
only. The red curve shows the probability that the number of hits in a RPC is smaller or equal than the
number of particles.
dependent flux of background particles including atmospheric muons and other secondary particles
at the ground level. In a second step, particles were sampled from these distributions and were
injected into a detailed detector simulation. It should be noted that the accurate description of
secondary particles at the ground depends on several volatile environmental quantities such as the
solar modulation of the cosmic-ray intensity or the atmospheric conditions like temperature and
pressure. This results in numerous systematic uncertainties in the description of the background
particle distributions. Hence, only the main features of the data are expected to be reproduced by
the simulations and not all of the fine details that might be observed in real conditions.
3.1 Shower simulation
The simulation of showers was performed using the Corsika [10] framework. Primary cosmic rays
of different species were isotropically injected onto the top of the atmosphere with relative fluxes
in the energy range between 1010 to 1015 eV taken from Ref. [11]. Here, the lower energy limit
was set due to the geomagnetic-field cutoff. The high-energy limit of the primary cosmic rays was
chosen so that the corresponding flux then results in a negligible number of background particles
in an experiment with the effective area of ∼10m2. Secondary shower particles in the showers
simulations were recorded at an altitude of 1400m a.s.l., corresponding to the mean altitude of the
Auger site. The magnetic field of the Earth at the site was also used to define the primary cosmic-ray
abundances and was taken into account in the simulation during the propagation of particles. These
simulations show that the low-energy secondary particles reaching the ground are mainly photons.
However, above an energy of a few GeV the population is entirely dominated by muons.
Using the distributions of background particles produced, the influence of multiple time-
correlated events in the experimental apparatus, such as muon bundles, could be investigated. The
distribution of the number of particles crossing a detection area of 10m2 (corresponding to the
base area of the WCD) in a time window of 1 µs (corresponding to the maximum time window
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for the RPC-coincidence trigger) is shown in Fig. 3. The probability of observing more than one
atmospheric particle in this time window is less than 6%. Additionally, the hatched part of the
distribution indicates that the probability of finding twomuons in theWCD in the same timewindow
is negligible. From these results, combined with the selection criteria further described in the text,
we conclude that a simulation of the SD gives an adequate comparison to the measured data when
the atmospheric muons are injected individually.
3.2 WCD simulation
The simulation of the SD setup was performed using the Auger Offline software framework [12].
In Offline, the WCD response to entering particles is modeled using the Geant4 software frame-
work [13–15]. Properties of a typical WCD, such as the geometry and all the materials composing
the different components of the SD, are defined as an input to the simulation code. To keep the
simulation time within reasonable limits, only the physics processes that result in non-negligible
response contributions were considered, namely:
• for photons: photoelectric effect, Rayleigh/Compton scattering, and pair production (conver-
sion);
• for electrons/positrons: multiple scattering, ionization, bremsstrahlung, Cherenkov emission,
and annihilation (for positrons only);
• for muons: multiple scattering, ioniziation, bremsstrahlung, pair production, Cherenkov
emission, delta-ray emissions, and muon decay;
• for hadrons: multiple scattering and ionization.
Each Cherenkov photon emitted in the wavelength range between 250 and 700 nm is propagated
within the water volume: its diffuse reflection is performed on the walls of the Tyvek container until
it either reaches the photocathode of one of the three PMTs or it is absorbed in the water or Tyvek.
The key parameters governing this part of the simulation are the water absorption-length and the
Tyvek reflectivity, which are both wavelength dependent.
When a photon reaches the photocathode of a PMT, the emission of the photoelectron is
simulated according to the quantum efficiency of the PMT, which is also wavelength-dependent.
The current produced by the avalanche in the PMT dynodes is extracted both at the anode and at
the last dynode, the latter signal being additionally amplified. The quantum efficiency is here a key
parameter. More details on the simulation of the PMT can be found in [16]. Then, the front-end
electronics, including the amplification of the dynode signal, is simulated up to the digitization by
subsequent 10 bit fast analog-to-digital converters running at the sampling frequency of 40MHz,
resulting in six FADC traces (two per PMT).
Accurately establishing the water absorption length, the Tyvek reflectivity, and the quantum
efficiency of the PMTs for each of the WCDs turns out to be difficult. The precise knowledge
of the values of these wavelength-dependent parameters, which directly influence the number of
photoelectrons produced by each PMT, is however not crucial for understanding the response of the
detectors to showers. The WCDs are continuously calibrated with atmospheric muons so that the
measured signals from air showers are given in units of the equivalent charge produced in PMTs
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by a vertical muon crossing the middle of the tank, i.e. a vertical-equivalent muon (VEM) unit.
Consequently, in the WCD simulation we use average measured values for these parameters or their
realistic estimates quoted in the literature. The parameters, as well as their dependence on the
wavelength, are given in Appendix A.
The Offline simulation includes the possibility of speeding up the simulation of the WCD.
Cherenkov photons are produced by charged relativistic particles traversing the water volume of
the WCD. Instead of simulating the propagation of these photons with the detailed Geant4 stepper,
the fast option allows for custom wall-to-wall tracking where only the attenuation in the water and
the diffusive scattering at the walls are treated. With this option, the simulation typically runs five
times faster, while preserving the number and directional distributions of the Cherenkov photons.
3.3 RPC simulation
The detailed description of the RPC structure, including the aluminum case, acrylic box, glass
plates, and composition of the gas, was also implemented in the Geant4 simulation. The charged-
particle track-lengths in the gas are recorded for subsequent processing. A dedicated Offline module
is used to simulate the signal of the RPCs. The generation of the signal in each pad is accounted
for by using a parameterization of the RPC signal amplitude as a function of the particle inclination
relative to the RPC. This parametrization was obtained in laboratory measurements [17] and takes
into account the dependency of the charge produced by the RPC on the direction of the incoming
particle. Finally, the signal digitization using a simple threshold is also included in the RPC
simulation chain.
With the approach described above, the tracking of particles through theWCDand theRPCswas
performed in a seamless and consistent manner, enabling us to test directly the WCD simulation
and, in particular, the WCD signal response to the passage of atmospheric muons. Since the
probability of having two background muons traversing the WCD at the same time is negligible
and the contribution of high-energy showers can be effectively removed by imposing single hits in
both RPCs, it is sufficient to simulate injections of only single atmospheric muons. This avoids
further complications in the analysis and makes the comparison between the simulation and data
more reliable. The simulated atmospheric muons were injected uniformly at the top RPC while
preserving its arrival direction taken from the Corsika simulations.
All the simulation results presented in this paper have sufficiently high statistics and use the fast
simulation mode. We ensured that the number of events in the simulation corresponded roughly
to the amount of available data, i.e. of the order of 106 events. We also generated a smaller
simulation sample using the full-Geant4 mode with about 10% of the statistics accumulated with
the fast simulation. We find that both simulations give compatible results within the statistical
uncertainties.
4 Data reconstruction and performances
4.1 Charge reconstruction with the WCD
The WCD data provide a measurement of the signal charge associated with the muon detected by
the hodoscope coincidence trigger. To estimate the signal charge, we exploit the high-gain traces
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from the three PMTs, as well as their sum. We first evaluate the mean values of the baselines for
each of the three channels. The trigger logic is such that traces are expected to have a signal with
a maximum between time-bins 242 and 244. The baselines are thus evaluated from the portion of
traces before the trigger region, where no signal is expected.
We then subtract the baselines from the FADC counts and search for signals in the traces. To
avoid triggers generated spuriously by the electronics, only events that have the signal in the trigger
region in all three PMT traces will be used in the following. To identify the beginning and the end
of the signal we adopt a threshold of 2.5ADC counts, which is high enough to remove any spurious
effects from baseline noise. We take as start-time of the signal the first time-bin above such a
threshold. We define as stop-time the 10th time-bin after the baseline recovers from an undershoot
to its nominal value. The charge of the signal is then obtained by integrating the baseline-subtracted
ADC counts between the start- and stop-times. We have studied the dependence of the charge on
the integration range, in particular on the upper limit of the integration. We have verified that the
chosen criterion ensures the inclusion of the tail part of the signal while minimizing the effect of
the baseline undershoot. The uncertainty associated with this procedure is 1.5ADC counts. As the
average charge due to a muon is about 180 in ADC-time units, this corresponds to ∼0.01VEM.
To convert the charge from the unit of ADC-time counts to the reference unit of VEM we use a
calibration factor, which is extracted from the calibration histograms of the charge (see Section 2.2)
and then scaled2 to the charge of a VEM, QVEM. We use in particular the position of the local
maximum of the histogram, QpeakOD , which corresponds to the most probable charge deposited by
omni-directional muons. This is indeed proportional to the equivalent charge of a vertical muon,
i.e. 1VEM, through a scaling factor, fQ, determined through a one-time measurement with a WCD
equipped with a dedicated muon-telescope (see [5]).
4.2 Trajectory reconstruction with the RPC
The RPCs provide the reconstruction of the trajectory of the charged particles which traverse the
hodoscope. To identify single muons, we select events that have only a single hit in each of the
two RPCs. With simulation, we have verified that this criterion removes most of the events related
to showers in which more than one particle is crossing the top RPC. In this way also events are
rejected in which a single atmospheric particle showers in the water, thus generating more than one
hit in the bottom RPC. The simulation shows that the fraction of such events is less than 3%.
In turn, the single-hit criterion does not reject events in which two uncorrelated atmospheric
particles (see Fig. 3) or particles from the same shower pass through the hodoscope within the
trigger time-window by chance. Nevertheless, such chance coincidences in fact represent less than
6% of events. Yet, some of the shower events produce signals large enough to saturate the high-gain
PMT traces. We thus reject also events in which a saturation occurred in the WCD signal. An
additional criterion that we use to remove background events from the data set is based on the
ratio between the charge of the WCD signal and its maximum, the so-called “Area over Peak”,
AoP [1]. The muon signal is characterised by a fast rise followed by an exponential decay: on
average AoP ≈ 3.6 time bins (90 ns). On the other hand, events triggered by radiofrequency noise
2 The procedure to calibrate the traces for the inclined data set, where no calibration data have been acquired, is
addressed in Section 5.
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Figure 4. Left: Distribution of the zenith angles for measured (thick black line) and simulated (in filled
orange) data. The range of zenith angles covered by the vertical (inclined) configuration of the hodoscope is
0◦ < θ < 14◦ (∼20◦ < θ < 55◦). The use of the centers of the hit pads for the muon trajectory reconstruction
produces the discretisation-aliasing effect. Right: An example charge distribution in VEM (thick black
histogram) from the set of vertical events (0◦ < θ < 6.9◦), with a Gaussian fit around the maximum (thin
black line). The corresponding distribution and the Gaussian fit for simulated events are shown as a filled
orange histogram and as a thin red line, respectively.
have time bins with negative values, resulting in a much smaller value of AoP. We thus remove
events from the data set when AoP ≤ 1 time bins.
For the events selected as described above, we use the centers of the hit pads to reconstruct the
muon trajectory. The active region of the RPC hodoscope allows us to reconstruct 54 different sets
of muon trajectories in the vertical setup and 2048 sets in the inclined setup, corresponding to the
number of pad combinations for top and bottom pairs. The RPC positions relative to the WCD have
been measured to an accuracy of a few centimeters. The reconstructed entry point of the muon in
the water volume of the WCD is ∼1.3m away from the top RPC, whereas the bottom RPC is very
close to the WCD base. We define the muon impact parameter as the arithmetic mean between
the WCD entry and exit points and use it to calculate the horizontal distance to the center of the
WCD. We also reconstruct the length of the muon track inside the water, `, which is the relevant
quantity for the amount of the produced Cherenkov light. Finally, we reconstruct the muon zenith
angle as cos θ = 1.2m/` since with the selection criteria adopted we are not observing any clipping
trajectories of the muon. The corresponding angular resolution was obtained from simulations and
is 1◦.
4.3 Zenith angle and charge distributions
After applying the selection criteria described in the two previous subsections, the data set of
atmospheric muons traversing both the WCD and the RPC hodoscope includes 243961 (350539)
vertical (inclined) events. The distributions of the reconstructed event parameters, zenith angle and
charge, are compared below with those obtained for simulated events.
In the left panel of Fig. 4, we present the distribution of zenith angles measured for the
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trajectories of the selected data (black histogram) compared to that obtained with simulated events
(filled orange histogram). The width of the histogram bins of 1◦ was chosen to correspond to the
angular resolution. The maximum zenith angle in the vertical setup (histograms on the left) is 14◦
(sec θ < 1.03), resulting in at most a 3% deviation of the track length with respect to the vertical
muons. The events in the inclined sample (histograms on the right) have zenith angles ranging from
∼20◦ to 55◦.
The main features of the data histograms are well reproduced by the simulations, including
the discretisation-aliasing effect, an artifact of the RPC granularity, which is observed in both
measured and simulated events at exactly the same positions. The main differences are observed
for the vertical sample. Such differences are to a certain degree expected due to the limitations
of the simulation to describe in detail the modulations of the atmospheric muon flux, as explained
in Section 3, affecting the distribution of zenith angles. These modulations preferentially affect
the softer part of the energy spectrum of the atmospheric muons and, therefore, the zenith-angle
distribution of the vertical sample. The reproduction of the fine details of the observed histogram
is, however, not needed for the purpose of this study.
For each set of muon trajectories, or each bin of muon track-lengths, we build the distributions
of the charge for both measured and simulated data. In the right panel of Fig. 4 we show an
example of such distributions, obtained from measured (black) and simulated (filled orange) data
with zenith angles between 0◦ and 6.9◦ and the average reconstructed angle being 2.4◦. The
position of the maximum of the distribution, Qpeak, is a suitable variable for the comparison of the
two distributions in terms of response to muons. The background, be it due to electromagnetic
particles, small showers, or spurious triggers, indeed mostly only affects the tails of the distribution.
We first determine an approximate position of the maximum by means of a polynomial fit. We then
fit the 1-sigma range around the determined maxima with a normal distribution. The fits are shown
in Fig. 4 as thick lines, with measured (black) and simulated (orange) data. It is found that the
maxima for measurements and simulations are well in agreement, being at 1.010 and 1.011VEM,
respectively. The uncertainty is ∼0.01VEM, which corresponds to ∼1% of the signal charge. A
similar agreement is found for all the different sets of muon trajectories. The slight difference
between the width of the distributions is explained by the different AoP of this specific WCD with
respect to the simulation.
5 Response of the WCD to muons: data-simulation comparison
In the previous section we have shown how the distributions of the basic observables of the
hodoscope, namely the direction (reconstructed by the RPCs) and the amplitude of the signal
(recorded in the WCD) are well reproduced by simulations. This preliminary validation grants us
the possibility to study the response of the WCD to muons in more detail, even down to the level of
the response of individual PMTs. To this aim, we investigate the behavior of the signal charge as a
function of the zenith angle, i.e. of the muon track-length ` in the WCD.
For the near-vertical muons (` = 1.2m), we have shown above (see Fig. 4, right) that the
associated charge – defined as the position of the maximum of the charge distribution – is, as
expected, 1.01VEM. Here, we further develop the study by examining the distributions of the
charge associated with vertical muons as a function of the impact distance from the WCD center.
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Figure 5. Left: Vertical events; fitted position of the maximum of the charge distribution in VEM as a
function of the impact distance to the WCD center. Right: Inclined events; fitted position of the maximum of
the charge distribution in VEM as a function of the track-length. In both figures the charge is obtained from
the sum of the three PMTs.
As explained in Section 2, due to the geometry of the hodoscope, the trajectory of vertical muons is
in fact not centered in the WCD. A lack of dependence on distance to the center is indeed expected:
this is due to the fact that while individual PMTs can see signals smaller or larger than the others,
depending on the distance to the passing muon, such an asymmetry cancels to the first order when
the sum of their signals is used. In the left panel of Fig. 5 we show the positions of the fitted maxima
of the distributions of the charges (black dots), obtained from the sum of the three PMT signals, as
a function of the distance to the WCD center. The error bars correspond to the uncertainties of the
fit. One can see that there is no dependence on the distance, as observed in the simulations (orange
squares): the bottom plot shows that the ratio between the measurements and simulations is within
1%, i.e. at the level of the signal uncertainty, thus giving a further verification of the accuracy of
the simulation.
To extend the study to ` > 1.2m, we exploit the data collected by the hodoscope in the
inclined configuration. The result is shown in the right panel of Fig. 5, where we compare the fitted
position of the maxima of the charge distributions3 determined with measurements (black dots) and
simulations (orange squares), as a function of `. The expected increase of the charge as ` increases
is consistently observed in data and simulations: as shown in the bottom inset, also for inclined
events the agreement is at the level of 1%.
A finer verification of the simulation is viable by studying the response of individual PMTs as
a function of the track-length, given that the geometry of the inclined setup is expected to induce
differences between the three PMTs (see Fig. 2, right). The behavior of the maximum of the charge
distribution as a function of ` is shown in Fig. 6, for PMT1, PMT2, and PMT3, as left, right, and
3 Note that as calibration histograms are not available for this configuration, the conversion of ADC-time counts in
units of VEM is performed using the position of the maximum of the charge distribution of simulated events, for which
1.25 < `/m < 1.3. The conversion constant is therefore Qpeaksim /Q
peak
data evaluated at this track-length bin. This is the most
vertical sample observed with the inclined setup: we denote the corresponding Qpeak in VEMsim units.
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Figure 6. Position of the peak of the charge distribution as a function of the muon track-length in the WCD
water, for individual PMTs. The colored points represent the simulations, while the black points correspond
to measurements.
bottom panels, respectively.
Clear differences are observed among the PMTs and the uniqueness behavior for each is
consistent between the measurements and simulations. The muon trajectories reach the bottom of
theWCDcloser to the position of PMT1 as the zenith angle increases. A larger amount of Cherenkov
light due to the first reflection from the liner is expected as the zenith angle increases, and also
from “direct” Cherenkov light (i.e. photons with no reflection). The change of slope for PMT1 at
∼1.6m, seen in measurements and in simulations is well explained by the increasing contribution of
the non-diffused light for the longest track-lengths. In turn, PMT2 is located opposite to the muon
trajectories selected by the hodoscope so that it is reached mostly by well-diffused Cherenkov light.
The observed dependence of the VEM charge with the muon track-length is therefore linear. Finally,
for PMT3, “direct” Cherenkov light or Cherenkov light generated in the PMT glass is expected for
the shortest track-lengths.4 In these particular short tracks, such components of Cherenkov light
4 For the PMT3, the ADC conversion is done using the Qpeak determined with simulated events with 1.75 < `/m <
1.8, for which the signal is dominated by diffuse light.
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Figure 7. The ratio QpeakOD /Qpeak as a function of the impact distance to the WCD center, determined by the
sum of the PMT charges.
vary rapidly with the geometry and lead to the observed non-linearity up to 1.7m. Above, the linear
behavior expected from well-diffused Cherenkov light is observed.
Also at the level of individual PMTs, the response of theWCD iswell reproduced by simulations:
the insets at the bottom of the three figures show that their ratios lie to within a few percent around
1, with a maximum deviation of 4% for the PMTs which have the most peculiar geometry in the
considered configuration.
6 Scaling factor for the VEM calibration
The directional capability of the hodoscope and the good understanding of the response of the
system motivated us to use the data also to perform a new measurement of the scaling factor fQ of
the WCD calibration between the average charge due to omni-directional and vertical muons, i.e.
fQ = Q
peak
OD /QVEM. As mentioned in Section 4.1, the one-time measurement of fQ was performed
at the beginning of the operation of the Observatory [6] by means of a scintillator-based muon
telescope built around the same test WCD, which enabled selection of centered vertical muons.
In turn, and as already remarked in the previous section, the data sample of the RPC hodoscope
does not include vertical muons crossing the WCD center. The range of distances from the center is
in fact between 20 cm and 50 cm (see Fig. 5, left), which we consider large enough to determine the
behavior of the ratio QpeakOD /Qpeak as a function of the distance, so as to extrapolate from it the value
corresponding to central muons. As for the studies shown in previous sections,Qpeak is the position
of the fitted maximum of the charge distribution for each set of the non-centered vertical data,
extrapolated to the center of the WCD. The small deviations of the trajectories from the vertical are
taken into account by normalizing Qpeak to the tracklength such that they resemble the equivalent
vertical trajectory.
In Fig. 7, we show QpeakOD /Qpeak as a function of the distance to the WCD center. As one can
see, the ratio is constant over the range considered, as expected from simulations and verified by
finding a slope statistically compatible with zero. This fact allows us to determine fQ from the
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error-weighted average over the distances. The value obtained, 1.08 ± 0.01, is represented in the
figure by the red line. The uncertainty is obtained by adding in quadrature the systematic uncertainty
of the charge determination (see Section 4) and its statistical uncertainty.
The value obtained with the new measurement is in agreement with that found 15 years ago
(1.09, see [5]), both measurements being performed around the local summer time, thus allowing
us to verify the long-term stability of this ingredient of the WCD calibration procedure.
7 Summary and conclusions
The understanding of the response of the Auger water-Cherenkov detectors (WCD) to muons is of
prime importance, not only because muons serve as a convenient means of detector calibration,
but also because they are messengers of the hadronic interactions that drive the development of
extensive air showers in the atmosphere.
With the aim of gaining such understanding, we have designed and deployed a hodoscope based
on resistive-plate chambers (RPCs). Thanks to the excellent positional and directional performance
of the hodoscope, it has allowed us to select single muons and reconstruct their direction with 1◦
accuracy over a large range of zenith angles between 0◦ and 55◦. The measurement of charge of the
corresponding signal in the WCD has enabled us to study its response as a function of the zenith
angle.
We have then compared the measured data with the expectations from a simulation, which
has been implemented by using Corsika to simulate showers and Geant4 to accurately model
the response of WCDs and the RPCs. We have found that, down to the level of the response of
individual PMTs to muons, the agreement between the data and expectations is at a level of 2%.
We have also taken advantage of the most vertical data of the hodoscope to verify one crucial
element of the calibration chain, namely the scaling factor of the signal charge between omni-
directional and vertical muons. The value we obtained is in good agreement with the value
measured 15 years ago, at the very beginning of the operation of the Pierre Auger Observatory.
In conclusion, the level of the agreement of the simulation with the presented measurements
validates with high accuracy the Auger Offline simulation of the WCD response to muons. Fur-
thermore, the updated measurement of the scaling factor used in the WCD calibration shows no
evidence of ageing effects.
A Surface Detector simulation parameters
The amount of Cherenkov light produced by the particles entering a WCD of the surface detector
and that reach the PMTs mainly depends on the characteristics of the water and the inner-wall lining
made of Tyvek. The first key parameter is thus the water absorption length, which is a function of the
wavelength of the photons. For its wavelength dependency we adopt the measurements made with
pure water [18]. The next major input into the simulation is the Tyvek reflectivity featuring a strong
diffusive and a weaker specular component. The latter is chosen to be constant and at the level of
20%. The diffusive component of the reflectivity is also a function of the photon wavelength [19].
The combination of these parameters directly influences the time spent by the Cherenkov
photons in the water volume of the WCD before they are (i) absorbed or they (ii) reach the
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Figure 8. Left: Water absorption length as a function of wavelength. Right: Tyvek reflectivity as a function
of wavelength.
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Figure 9. PMT quantum efficiency as a function of wavelength.
photocathode of one of the 3 PMTs. The time can be measured in each WCD by observation of
the decay time of pulses produced by muons. The maximum values of the water absorption-length
and the Tyvek reflectivity have been tuned so that they reproduce the decay time observed in a
typical WCD. While the 1660 WCDs in the SD array have slightly different behaviors, for the
simulation we, nevertheless, chose only one set of parameters which represents a fair average of the
measured values. The maximum value for the water absorption-length has been set to 100m while
the maximum Tyvek reflectivity is set to 94.0%. These two parameters are shown in the left and
right panels of Fig. 8, respectively.
The properties of the XP 1805 photomultiplier tubes are also driving the response of theWCDs
to particles. We again use only constant parameters corresponding to their averages over all the
WCDs. The average size of the active photocathode surface of the PMT was fixed to 500 cm2. The
quantum efficiency of the PMT has a functional dependence on the photon wavelength as provided
by the PMTmanufacturer Photonis. Wemodified it to take into account its angular dependence [16],
the result of which is shown in Fig. 9.
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